University of Houston Faculty Senate

RESOLUTION: February 20, 1991

Though sensitive to the difficulty of asking faculty for money in a time of possible budget cuts, the Faculty Senate recognizes the importance of campus giving to the development campaign, and hence to prospects for improved financial conditions at the university.

We therefore endorse, and urge our fellow faculty members to participate in, the university campaign. We also commend the campaign directors for emphasizing participation rather than dollar amounts and applaud the principle of encouraging individual faculty donors to designate targets for giving within their own areas of interest.

Recognizing the deteriorating financial straits of many of our staff, as well as the essential role they play in carrying out the educational mission of the university, we further ask faculty donors to consider as one option giving to the Staff Scholarship Fund to be administered by the Staff Council. We understand that such monies will be awarded to qualified staff members and their dependents for tuition and related educational costs at the UH, at least partly on the basis of need.